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Fig. 4 
UNIT 2 YEN 

WEIGHT SPECIAL LOCAL SPECIAL LOCAL 

DIVISION 353mm MAIL (BASIC MAIL (SPECIAL 
(UP TO) DISCOUNT RATES) DISCOUNT RATES) 

STANDARD 25 9 B9 65 50 

I ITEM S E so 9 90 7s 55 

50 g 120 100 75 

75 g 140 115 85 

NON- 100 g 160 130 
STANDARD 
SIZE ITEM 150 g 200 160 I20 

200 g 240 ‘I95 145 

250 g 270 220 15s 

[SAVED EXPENSE WHEN FOUR POSTAL ITEMS ARE WRAPPED 
INTO A SINGLE PACKAGE (TOTAL WEIGHT I 75 T0100 9)] 

- POSTAGE PER POSTAL ITEM I 95 YEN l 4 ITEMS'=. 24 YEN/ITEM 

- SAVING PER SENDING ORGANIZATION 3 B0 YEN-24 YEN= 56 YEN/ITEM 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM UNIT OF MAIL 
WRAPPING 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and a 
system unit of mail Wrapping, more speci?cally, to a method 
of mail Wrapping and a mail Wrapping system unit used to 
execute the method for grouping a multiplicity of address 
indicated postal items as issued and collected from a plu 
rality of companies of various industries at a facility in 
accordance With a coincidence of the destination addresses 
respectively expressed on said address-indicated postal 
items. And the present invention is designed to be used When 
the companies of the various industries have the address 
indicated postal items (including enveloped letters and post 
cards intended to be delivered via speci?ed delivery agency 
and addressee-speci?c correspondences on Which the 
addresses and names of the addressees are indicated in 
advance such as bills and account statements) respectively 
and at the same time the companies Want to send the 
address-indicated postal items all together to the same 
addressees of households or enterprises at one time. 

[0002] When the key telephone company, cellular phone 
companies, public corporations such as electric poWer com 
panies or gas supply companies (including WaterWorks 
bureau), banking organs, credit card companies, mail-order 
houses that operate product sales by a direct mail method 
(referred to as “direct mail companies” hereinafter), gov 
ernment of?ces, and any companies of various types of 
industries (government of?ces are referred to as a part of 
companies in various types of industries, hereinafter) send 
any type of correspondence to their respective customers 
(including enterprises), they usually deposit such postal 
items in post of?ces individually and independently. 

[0003] FIG. 6 shoWs the types of postal items delivered to 
some household. As shoWn in the ?gure, it clearly indicates 
that a lot of postal items are delivered to the household With 
scattered at random over the Weekdays in a given month. It 
is also obvious that there are many postal items each of 
Which carries a speci?c document (an exceptional corre 
spondence on Which the address and name are expressed in 
advance) that are issued periodically and delivered such as 
bills and account statements prepared by the respective 
companies. (For example, the key telephone company issues 
telephone bills once every ?ve days, though depending on 
the customers’ districts, and the credit card company issues 
account statements on speci?ed days of the month.) 

[0004] As in the typical case of the key telephone com 
pany Which sends bills to the respective users of its tele 
phone services, most companies Which send postal items to 
their customers utiliZe postage discount systems available to 
them such as basic discount rates or special discount rates 
for special local mail services in order to minimiZe their 
mailing costs. The average annual postage cost of these 
companies in connection With postal items sent to their 
respective customers stands at several billion yen and in an 
extreme case, a company of some industry spends more than 
100 billion yen a year on postage. 

[0005] The circumstances do not in any Way inconve 
nience the customers, since no customers are obliged to pay 
for the postage of such postal items. HoWever, if the postal 
charges shouldered by such companies are increased sharply 
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due to a revision of the Postal LaW, the companies Will have 
no alternative but to pass along the increased cost to their 
service charges. As a solution to this problem in the future, 
some companies are studying plans to send a large percent 
age of their postal items through private carriers Which 
recently feature much loWer service charges than the postal 
services. 

[0006] In the conventional delivery method of postal 
items, a lot of postal items of similar types, such as bills and 
account statements, are delivered separately at random on 
different days of any given month, Which is bothersome to 
some customers Who believe it convenient to receive bills 
and account statements on a single ?xed day every month 
and settle each payment at a bank or the like at one time. 

[0007] Also post of?ces are under the pressure of dramati 
cally increased indoor handling Work resulting from a huge 
volume of mail deposited each time by different companies 
in different industries. With the yearly increasing number of 
postal items handled at post of?ces, it is likely that ef?cient 
transportation and delivery of these postal items Will be 
seriously affected in the future. 

[0008] Such problems as those mentioned above may be 
solved easily if the different companies of different indus 
tries cooperate in collecting, Whether periodically or not, the 
address-indicated postal items issued by the companies all 
together at one time, sorting such postal items by forming 
groups of postal items having the same destination 
addresses, and further depositing the postal items in a 
speci?ed delivery agency such as a post of?ce or a private 
carrier. HoWever, no such intensive operation systems have 
been initiated as yet. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] Under these circumstances set forth above, major 
objects to be achieved by the present invention are as 
folloWs. 

[0010] That is, a ?rst object of the present invention is to 
provide a method and a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
realiZe a substantial reduction in the charges or postage of 
address-indicated postal items Which are sent to respective 
customers by companies. 

[0011] A second object of the present invention is to 
provide a method and a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
Will alleviate the inconvenience of receiving postal items on 
the part of the recipients of address-indicated postal items. 

[0012] A third object of the present invention is to provide 
a method and a system unit of mail Wrapping Which Will 
substantially reduce the volume of address-indicated postal 
items, the number of deliveries, and the indoor handling 
Work at delivery agencies. 

[0013] Other objects of the present invention Will become 
apparent from the speci?cation and draWings, especially 
from the description of claims. 

[0014] As a means of solving the problems mentioned 
above, the present invention comprises the steps of: extract 
ing groups of same-address-indicated postal items having 
the same destination addresses from address-indicated 
postal items of different companies Which are collected at a 
single facility; Wrapping the groups of the same-address 
indicated postal items as collected group by group; and 
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applying a multiplicity of bundled address-indicated postal 
items as respectively Wrapped for use in depositing in a 
postal of?ce or a private carrier. 

[0015] In the present invention, “Address-indicated postal 
items” refers to all types of postal items With their respective 
destination addresses indicated in advance, including all 
types of correspondence having destination addresses indi 
cated in advance for use of the indications When enclosed in 
envelopes With a transparent ?lm panel in such manner that 
the address indication can be identi?ed from the outside of 
each envelope. Bills and account statements in particular are 
referred to as “Exceptional correspondences” as they are 
special correspondences on Which the names and addresses 
of the addressees are indicated, While advertisement lea?ets 
are referred to as “General correspondences” as they are 
general correspondences Without any indication of the 
names and addresses of the addressees. 

[0016] More speci?cally, in order to solve the problems 
mentioned above, the present invention is practiced by using 
novel constituent methods and means Whose features are 
listed beloW, including generic concepts and more speci?c 
concepts. 

[0017] That is, a ?rst feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping, applied 
prior to any one company’s mailing a multiplicity of 
address-indicated postal items of any type to each of desti 
nation addresses expressed thereon, comprising steps of: 
collecting the address-indicated postal items issued from a 
plurality of companies of various industries; grouping the 
address-indicated postal items as collected into a multiplic 
ity of bundled address-indicated postal items Wrapped singly 
in accordance With a coincidence of the destination 
addresses expressed on the address-indicated postal items; 
and depositing the bundled address-indicated postal items in 
a speci?ed delivery agency, so as to previously simplify 
respective steps of accepting, sorting and delivering of the 
address-indicated postal items in the speci?ed delivery 
agency. 

[0018] A second feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the ?rst feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein the 
step of grouping the address-indicated postal items as col 
lected comprises steps of: extracting a multiplicity of groups 
of same-address-indicated postal items respectively express 
ing the destination addresses Which coincide each other from 
the address-indicated postal items as collected; lumping 
each of the groups of the same-address-indicated postal 
items; and Wrapping each of the groups of the same-address 
indicated postal items as lumped by means of a speci?ed 
Wrapping component of suf?cient siZe to contain each of the 
groups thereof, so as to obtain the bundled address-indicated 
postal items. 

[0019] A third feature of the method of the present inven 
tion resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has the 
second feature of the method mentioned above, further 
comprising a step of sorting each of the bundled address 
indicated postal items in accordance With respective Weight 
divisions under a delivery fee schedule adopted by the 
speci?ed delivery agency. 

[0020] A fourth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
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the second or third feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein the step of extracting the groups of the same 
address-indicated postal items is executed by directly 
retrieving each of the destination addresses expressed on the 
address-indicated postal items. 

[0021] A ?fth feature of the method of the present inven 
tion resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has the 
second or third feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein the step of extracting the groups of the same 
address-indicated postal items is executed by retrieving 
standard code information indicated previously in a visually 
con?rmable area on each of the address-indicated postal 
items, the standard code information identifying each of the 
destination addresses corresponding thereto. 

[0022] A sixth feature of the method of the present inven 
tion resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has the ?fth 
feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein the stan 
dard code information is indicated With a code of a telephone 
number for a subscriber telephone service by a key tele 
phone company, the telephone number representing a con 
stituent body at a location of each of the destination 
addresses. 

[0023] A seventh feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the second or third feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein the step of lumping each of the groups of the 
same-address-indicated postal items is executed by out 
Wardly direct an indication side of a destination address 
expressed on a ?xed postal item placed at a topmost position 
of each of the groups thereof, and the step of Wrapping each 
of the groups thereof is executed by applying an envelope 
With a transparent ?lm panel Which positioned in a required 
area thereof as the speci?ed Wrapping component, the trans 
parent ?lm panel made of any transparent ?lm material, so 
that an indication of the destination address on the ?xed 
postal item of each of the groups thereof is visible from 
outside through the transparent ?lm panel. 

[0024] A eighth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein 
the envelope With the transparent ?lm panel is made entirely 
of the transparent ?lm material, and an outer area of the 
required area in Which the transparent ?lm panel is posi 
tioned is made opaque. 

[0025] A ninth feature of the method of the present inven 
tion resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has the 
seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein the 
outer area of the required area in Which the transparent ?lm 
is positioned is made of any opaque material. 

[0026] A tenth feature of the method of the present inven 
tion resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has the 
seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein a 
?lm envelope of Which at least a front surface thereof is 
made entirely of the transparent ?lm material is applied to 
serve as the speci?ed Wrapping component instead of the 
envelope With the transparent ?lm panel, so that at least the 
indication of the destination address on the ?xed postal item 
of each of the groups of the same-address-indicated postal 
items is visible from outside through the front surface of the 
?lm envelope. 

[0027] A eleventh feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
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the tenth feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein a 
substitutional indication equivalent to the indication of the 
destination address expressed on each of the groups of the 
same-address-indicated postal items is expressed on the 
front surface of the ?lm envelope corresponding thereto, 
instead of making the indication of the destination address 
on the ?xed postal item of each of the groups thereof visible 
from outside through the front surface of the ?lm envelope. 

[0028] A tWelfth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein 
a net type container bag made entirely of any net formation 
is applied to serve as the speci?ed Wrapping component 
instead of the envelope With the transparent ?lm panel, so 
that at least the indication of the destination address on the 
?xed postal item of each of the groups of the same-address 
indicated postal items is directly visible from outside of the 
net type container bag through gaps thereof. 

[0029] A thirteenth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein 
a transparent band Wrapper made entirely of any transparent 
?lm material is applied to serve as the speci?ed Wrapping 
component instead of the envelope With the transparent ?lm 
panel, so that at least the indication of the destination 
address on the ?xed postal item of each of the groups of the 
same-address-indicated postal items is visible from outside 
through a front surface of the transparent band Wrapper. 

[0030] A fourteenth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein 
the address-indicated postal items respectively assume a 
form of sealed postal items. 

[0031] A ?fteenth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the fourteenth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein each of the sealed postal items issued respectively 
from the companies of the various industries has an approxi 
mately uniformed siZe. 

[0032] A sixteenth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the fourteenth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein a component of the sealed postal items assumes a 
form of Which has a transparent ?lm panel so that an 
indication of a destination address previously expressed on 
an enclosure therein is visible through the transparent ?lm 
panel. 

[0033] A seventeenth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the fourteenth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein a component of the sealed postal items assumes a 
form of a sealed postal letter on Which a postage-processed 
indication has been expressed, assuming that the sealed 
postal letter is to be deposited in a post of?ce as the speci?ed 
delivery agency. 

[0034] A eighteenth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the fourteenth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein a component of the sealed postal items assumes a 
form of a sealed postal package on Which no postage 
processed indication has been expressed, assuming that the 
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sealed postal package is to be deposited in a private carrier 
as the speci?ed delivery agency. 

[0035] A nineteenth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein 
a component of the address-indicated postal items assumes 
a form of a postcard on Which a postage-processed indica 
tion has been expressed, assuming that the postcard is to be 
deposited in a post of?ce as the speci?ed delivery agency, 
and the step of lumping each of the groups of the same 
address-indicated postal items is executed by placing the 
postcard at any position other than the topmost position of 
each of the groups thereof. 

[0036] A tWentieth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein 
a component of the address-indicated postal items assumes 
a form of an exceptional correspondence With an indication 
of a destination address but impracticable for mailing in 
itself, and the step of lumping each of the groups of the 
same-address-indicated postal items is executed by placing 
the exceptional correspondence at any position other than 
the topmost position of each of the groups thereof. 

[0037] A tWenty-?rst feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the tWentieth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein the exceptional correspondence is alloWed to be 
placed at the topmost position of each of the groups of the 
same-address-indicated postal items, only in case that the 
envelope With the transparent ?lm panel is applied to serve 
as the speci?ed Wrapping component. 

[0038] A tWenty-second feature of the method of the 
present invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping 
Which has the seventh feature of the method mentioned 
above, Wherein a general correspondence Without an indi 
cation of a destination address is further enclosed in all of 
the bundled address-indicated postal items, in Which the 
general correspondence is placed at any position other than 
the topmost position of each of the groups of the same 
address-indicated postal items. 

[0039] AtWenty-third feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the seventh feature of the method mentioned above, Wherein 
a general correspondence Without an indication of a desti 
nation address is further enclosed only in each of the 
bundled address-indicated postal items that having a room in 
Weight classi?ed in accordance With the respective Weight 
divisions under the delivery fee schedule adopted by the 
speci?ed delivery agency, in Which the general correspon 
dence is placed at any position other than the topmost 
position of each of the groups of the same-address-indicated 
postal items. 

[0040] A tWenty-fourth feature of the method of the 
present invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping 
Which has the second or third feature of the method men 
tioned above, Wherein the step of lumping each of the groups 
of the same-address-indicated postal items is executed by 
alloWing to inWardly direct an indication side of a destina 
tion address expressed on a ?xed postal item placed at a 
topmost position of each of the groups thereof, in Which any 
type of the ?xed postal item is to be placed at the topmost 
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position, and the step of Wrapping each of the groups thereof 
is executed by applying an opaque envelope made entirely 
of any opaque material as the speci?ed Wrapping compo 
nent, in Which a substitutional indication equivalent to the 
indication of the destination address expressed on each of 
the groups thereof is expressed on a front surface of the 
opaque envelope. 

[0041] A tWenty-?fth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the tWenty-fourth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein an opaque band Wrapper made entirely of any 
opaque material is applied to serve as the speci?ed Wrapping 
cornponent instead of the opaque envelope, in Which a 
substitutional indication equivalent to the indication of the 
destination address expressed on each of the groups thereof 
is expressed on a front surface of the opaque band Wrapper. 

[0042] AtWenty-sixth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the tWenty-fourth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein the address-indicated postal iterns rnainly assume a 
form of sealed postal items of any type, in Which at least two 
components of the sealed postal iterns respectively assume 
a form of a sealed postal letter on Which a postage-processed 
indication has been expressed and of a sealed postal package 
on Which no postage-processed indication has been 
expressed, assuming that the sealed postal letter and the 
sealed postal package are respectively to be deposited in a 
post of?ce and in a private carrier as the speci?ed delivery 
agency, and in addition to the sealed postal items, at least 
tWo components of the address-indicated postal items 
respectively assume a form of a postcard on Which a 
postage-processed indication has been expressed, assuming 
that the postcard is to be deposited in a post office as the 
speci?c delivery agency, and of an exceptional correspon 
dence With an indication of a destination address but irnprac 
ticable for mailing in itself. 

[0043] A tWenty-seventh feature of the method of the 
present invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping 
Which has the tWenty-fourth feature of the method men 
tioned above, Wherein a general correspondence Without an 
indication of a destination address is further enclosed in all 
of the bundled address-indicated postal items. 

[0044] A tWenty-eighth feature of the method of the 
present invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping 
Which has the tWenty-fourth feature of the method men 
tioned above, Wherein a general correspondence Without an 
indication of a destination address is further enclosed only in 
each of the bundled address-indicated postal items that 
having a room in Weight classi?ed in accordance With the 
respective Weight divisions under the delivery fee schedule 
adopted by the speci?c delivery agency. 
[0045] A tWenty-ninth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the tWentieth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein an isolated exceptional correspondence is Wrapped 
singly, the isolated exceptional correspondence to be 
appeared in case that the address-indicated postal iterns 
respectively expressing the destination addresses Which 
coincide each other are not extracted in the step of extracting 
the groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal items. 

[0046] A thirtieth feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
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the fourteenth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein an isolated address-indicated postal item of any 
kind is Wrapped singly, the isolated address-indicated postal 
item to be appeared in case that the address-indicated postal 
iterns respectively expressing the destination addresses 
Which coincide each other are not extracted in the step of 
extracting the groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal 
items. 

[0047] A thirty-?rst feature of the method of the present 
invention resides in a method of mail Wrapping Which has 
the fourteenth feature of the method mentioned above, 
Wherein an isolated address-indicated postal item of any 
kind is not Wrapped singly, the isolated address-indicated 
postal item to be appeared in case that the address-indicated 
postal iterns respectively expressing the destination 
addresses Which coincide each other are not extracted in the 
step of extracting the groups of the sarne-address-indicated 
postal items, in Which a postage-processed indication 
expressed on the isolated address-indication postal item is 
rnodi?ed, in case of need, into an appropriate indication 
alloWing the isolated address-indicated postal item to be 
handled singly. 

[0048] On the other hand, a ?rst feature of the system unit 
of the present invention resides in a system unit of mail 
Wrapping, applied prior to any cornpany’s mailing a multi 
plicity of address-indicated postal items of any type to each 
of destination addresses expressed thereon, for grouping the 
address-indicated postal items as issued and collected from 
a plurality of companies of various industries into a multi 
plicity of bundled address-indicated postal iterns Wrapped 
singly at a facility in accordance With a coincidence of the 
destination addresses expressed on the address-indicated 
postal items, so as to previously sirnplify respective steps of 
accepting, sorting and delivering of the address-indicated 
postal items in a speci?ed delivery agency, comprising: a 
plurality of receiving trays for respectively receiving the 
address-indicated postal iterns issued and collected form 
each of the companies of the various industries, the address 
indicated postal items from each of the companies previ 
ously sorted into respective divisions of speci?ed delivery 
areas covered by the speci?ed delivery agency; an extraction 
means for extracting a multiplicity of groups of sarne 
address-indicated postal iterns respectively expressing the 
destination addresses Which coincide each other from the 
address-indicated postal items as received in the receiving 
trays; and a Wrapping means for lurnping each of the groups 
of the sarne-address-indicated postal items as extracted by 
the extraction means and successively Wrapping each of the 
groups thereof as lurnped by means of a speci?c Wrapping 
component of suf?cient siZe to contain each of the groups 
thereof. 

[0049] A second feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the ?rst feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
further comprising a Weight sorting means for sorting each 
of the bundled address-indicated postal items as Wrapped 
from each of the groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal 
items by the Wrapping means in accordance With respective 
Weight divisions under a delivery fee schedule adopted by 
the speci?c delivery agency. 

[0050] A third feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
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has the ?rst or second feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein the extraction rneans directly retrieves each 
of the destination addresses expressed on the address-indi 
cation postal iterns for extracting the groups of the same 
address-indicated postal items. 

[0051] A fourth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the ?rst or second feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein each of the address-indicated postal items 
has standard code inforrnation indicated previously in a 
visually con?rrnable area on each thereof, the standard code 
information identifying each of the destination addresses 
corresponding thereto, and the extraction rneans retrieves 
the standard code inforrnation indicated on each of the 
address-indication postal items for extracting the groups of 
the sarne-address-indicated postal items. 

[0052] A ?fth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the fourth feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
Wherein the standard code information is indicated With a 
code of a telephone number for a subscriber telephone 
service by a key telephone company, the telephone number 
representing a constituent body at a location of each of the 
destination addresses. 

[0053] A sixth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the ?rst or second feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein the Wrapping rneans outWardly direct an 
indication side of a destination address expressed on a ?xed 
postal itern placed at a toprnost position of each of the 
groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal items in lurnp 
ing each of the groups thereof, in case that a front surface of 
the speci?ed Wrapping component as applied alloWs a visual 
con?rrnation of an indication of the destination address on 
the ?xed postal item from outside thereof. 

[0054] A seventh feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
Wherein the speci?ed Wrapping component is an envelope 
With a transparent ?lrn panel Which positioned in a required 
area thereof, the transparent ?lrn panel made of any trans 
parent ?lrn material. 

[0055] A eighth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the seventh feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
Wherein the envelope With the transparent ?lrn panel is made 
entirely of the transparent ?lrn material, and an outer area of 
the required area in Which the transparent ?lrn panel is 
placed is made opaque. 

[0056] A ninth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the seventh feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
Wherein the outer area of the required area in Which the 
transparent ?lrn is placed is made of any opaque material. 

[0057] A tenth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
Wherein the speci?ed Wrapping component is a ?lrn enve 
lope of Which at least a front surface thereof is made entirely 
of any transparent ?lrn rnaterial. 
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[0058] Aeleventh feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the tenth feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
Wherein the Wrapping means further comprises a sub-ex 
pression means for expressing a substitutional indication 
equivalent to the indication of the destination address 
expressed on each of the groups of the sarne-address 
indicated postal items on the front surface of the ?lrn 
envelope corresponding thereto. 

[0059] A tWelfth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
Wherein the speci?ed Wrapping component is a net type 
container bag made entirely of any net forrnation. 

[0060] A thirteenth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein the speci?ed Wrapping component is a 
transparent band Wrapper made entirely of any transparent 
?lrn material. 

[0061] A fourteenth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein the address-indicated postal iterns respec 
tively assume a form of sealed postal items. 

[0062] A?fteenth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the fourteenth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein each of the sealed postal iterns issued 
respectively from the companies of the various industries 
has an approximately uniforrned siZe. 

[0063] Asixteenth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the fourteenth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein a component of the sealed postal iterns 
assumes a form of Which has a transparent ?lrn panel so that 
an indication of a destination address previously expressed 
on an enclosure therein is visible through the transparent 
?lrn panel. 

[0064] A seventeenth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the fourteenth feature of the system unit men 
tioned above, Wherein a component of the sealed postal 
iterns assumes a form of a sealed postal letter on Which a 
postage-processed indication has been expressed, assuming 
that the sealed postal letter is to be deposited in a post office 
as the speci?ed delivery agency. 

[0065] A eighteenth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the fourteenth feature of the system unit men 
tioned above, Wherein a component of the sealed postal 
iterns assumes a form of a sealed postal package on Which 
no postage-processed indication has been expressed, assum 
ing that the sealed postal package is to be deposited in a 
private carrier as the speci?ed delivery agency. 

[0066] A nineteenth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein a component of the address-indicated postal 
iterns assumes a form of a postcard on Which a postage 
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processed indication has been expressed, assuming that the 
postcard is to be deposited in a post of?ce as the speci?ed 
delivery agency, and the Wrapping rneans places the postcard 
at any position other than the topmost position of each of the 
groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal items in lurnp 
ing each of the groups thereof. 

[0067] AtWentieth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned above, 
Wherein a component of the address-indicated postal iterns 
assumes a form of an exceptional correspondence With an 
indication of a destination address but irnpracticable for 
mailing in itself, and the Wrapping rneans places the excep 
tional correspondence at any position other than the topmost 
position of each of the groups of the sarne-address-indicated 
postal items in lurnping each of the groups thereof. 

[0068] A tWenty-?rst feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the tWentieth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein the Wrapping rneans alloWably places the 
exceptional correspondence at the topmost position of each 
of the groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal items, 
only in case that the envelope With the transparent ?lm 
panels are applied as the speci?ed Wrapping cornponent. 

[0069] A tWenty-second feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein the Wrapping means further encloses a 
general correspondences Without an indication of a destina 
tion address in all of the bundled address-indicated postal 
items, in Which the general correspondence is placed at any 
position other than the topmost position of each of the 
groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal items. 

[0070] A tWenty-third feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the sixth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein the Wrapping means further encloses a 
general correspondences Without an indication of a destina 
tion address only in each of the bundled address-indicated 
postal items that having a room in Weight classi?ed in 
accordance With the respective Weight divisions under the 
delivery fee schedule adopted by the speci?ed delivery 
agency, in Which the general correspondence is placed at any 
position other than the topmost position of each of the 
groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal items. 

[0071] A tWenty-fourth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the ?rst or second feature of the system unit 
mentioned above, Wherein the Wrapping rneans alloWs to 
inWardly direct an indication side of a destination address 
expressed on a ?xed postal itern placed at a toprnost position 
of each of the groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal 
items in lurnping each of the groups of the sarne-address 
indicated postal items, in Which any type of the ?xed postal 
item is to be placed at the topmost position, in case that the 
speci?ed Wrapping component as applied does not alloW a 
visual con?rrnation of an indication of the destination 
address on the ?xed postal item from outside thereof. 

[0072] A tWenty-?fth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the tWenty-fourth feature of the system unit 
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mentioned above, A system unit according to claim 55, 
Wherein the speci?ed Wrapping component is an opaque 
envelope made entirely of any opaque material, and the 
Wrapping means further comprises a sub-expression means 
for expressing a substitutional indication equivalent to the 
indication of the destination address expressed on each of 
the groups of the sarne-address-indicated postal items on a 
front surface of the opaque envelope corresponding thereto. 

[0073] A tWenty-sixth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the tWenty-fourth feature of the system unit 
mentioned above, Wherein the speci?ed Wrapping compo 
nent is an opaque band Wrapper made entirely of any opaque 
material, and the Wrapping means further comprises a sub 
expression means for expressing a substitutional indication 
equivalent to the indication of the destination address 
expressed on each of the groups of the sarne-address 
indicated postal items on a front surface of the opaque band 
Wrapper corresponding thereto. 

[0074] A tWenty-seventh feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the tWenty-fourth feature of the system unit 
mentioned above, Wherein the address-indicated postal 
iterns rnainly assume a form of sealed postal items of any 
type, in Which at least two components of the sealed postal 
iterns respectively assume a form of a sealed postal letter on 
Which a postage-processed indication has been expressed 
and of a sealed postal package on Which no postage 
processed indication has been expressed, assuming that the 
sealed postal letter and the sealed postal package are respec 
tively to be deposited in a post of?ce and in a private carrier 
as the speci?ed delivery agency, and in addition to the sealed 
postal items, at least two components of the address-indi 
cated postal iterns respectively assume a form of a postcard 
on Which a postage-processed indication has been 
expressed, assuming that the postcard is to be deposited in 
a post of?ce as the speci?c delivery agency, and of an 
exceptional correspondence With an indication of a destina 
tion address but irnpracticable for mailing in itself. 

[0075] A tWenty-eighth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the tWenty-fourth feature of the system unit 
mentioned above, Wherein the Wrapping means further 
encloses a general correspondences Without an indication of 
a destination address in all of the bundled address-indicated 
postal items. 

[0076] A tWenty-ninth feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the tWenty-fourth feature of the system unit 
mentioned above, Wherein the Wrapping means further 
encloses a general correspondences Without an indication of 
a destination address only in each of the bundled address 
indicated postal items that having a room in Weight classi 
?ed in accordance With the respective Weight divisions 
under the delivery fee schedule adopted by the speci?ed 
delivery agency. 

[0077] A thirtieth feature of the system unit of the present 
invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping Which 
has the tWentieth feature of the system unit mentioned 
above, Wherein the Wrapping rneans singly Wraps an isolated 
exceptional correspondence to be appeared in case that the 
address-indicated postal iterns respectively expressing the 
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destination addresses Which coincide each other are not 
extracted by the extraction means. 

[0078] A thirty-?rst feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the fourteenth feature of the system unit men 
tioned above, Wherein the Wrapping means singly Wraps an 
isolated address-indicated postal item of any kind to be 
appeared in case that the address-indicated postal items 
respectively expressing the destination addresses Which 
coincide each other are not extracted by the extraction 
means. 

[0079] A thirty-second feature of the system unit of the 
present invention resides in a system unit of mail Wrapping 
Which has the fourteenth feature of the system unit men 
tioned above, Wherein the Wrapping means does not singly 
Wrap an isolated address-indicated postal item of any kind to 
be appeared in case that the address-indicated postal items 
respectively expressing the destination addresses Which 
coincide each other are not extracted by the extraction 
means, in Which the Wrapping means comprises an expres 
sion modifying means for modifying, in case of need, a 
postage-processed indication expressed on the isolated 
address-indication postal item into an appropriate indication 
alloWing the isolated address-indicated postal item to be 
handled singly. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0080] While the speci?cation concludes With claims par 
ticularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject 
matter of the present invention, it is believed the invention 
Will be better understood from the folloWing description 
taken in connection With the accompanying draWings in 
Which: 

[0081] FIG. 1(a) shoWs an example of an address-indi 
cated postal item utiliZed in realiZing the present invention 
and FIG. 1(b) shoWs an example of the delivery schedule of 
address-indicated postal items prepared by companies Which 
cooperate in the embodiment of the present invention; 

[0082] FIG. 2 is a conceptual draWing of the present 
invention; 
[0083] FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of an embodi 
ment example of the mail Wrapping system unit in the 
present invention; 

[0084] FIG. 4 shoWs the expense saved per company 
resulted from Wrapping tWo or more postal items according 
to the present invention; 

[0085] FIG. 5(a) shoWs the estimated annual postage 
saving resulted from realiZing the present invention along 
With the number of postal items and postage and FIG. (b) 
shoWs the annual pro?t of a mail Wrapping company in 
charge of a mail Wrapping facility realiZing the present 
invention; and 

[0086] FIG. 6 shoWs types of postal items delivered to a 
household over a period of one month. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0087] By reference to the accompanying draWings, the 
premises and outline of the embodiment of the present 
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invention are described, folloWed by the descriptions of the 
modes for realiZing the invention represented herein by the 
embodiment examples for the systems and methods in the 
present invention, and the investment effect expected from 
realiZing the present invention is described additionally. In 
the embodiment example of the present invention taken 
herein, the intensive processing of tWo or more address 
indicated postal items involves postal items in the form of 
enveloped letters, Which are Wrapped for delivery through 
post of?ces. 

Premises and Outline 

[0088] FIGS. 1(a) and (b) shoW an example of an address 
indicated postal item utiliZed in realiZing the present inven 
tion and an example of a delivery schedule of the address 
indicated postal items prepared by the companies Which 
cooperated in the embodiment of the present invention 
respectively. 

[0089] As shoWn in FIG. 1(a), in realiZing the present 
invention, the companies may use an envelope 1 Which is 
one of the companies’ respective envelopes for address 
indicated postal items in the form of a sealed postal item 
(sealed postal letter) for sending bills and account statements 
as the address-indicated postal items to be sent to each 
customer of each company as is. This type of envelope 1 
usually has a transparent ?lm panel for the indication of the 
destination address (name and address of the addressee) 11 
through Which the address indication indicated on the enclo 
sure (no numeral is given in the ?gure), Which includes such 
an exceptional correspondence as an account statement, can 
be identi?ed from the outside of the envelope 1. Further, in 
this example, there is a transparent ?lm panel 12 for the 
indication of the sender (name of the company) through 
Which the sender can be identi?ed from the outside of the 
envelope 1. On the upper right hand corner of the envelope 
1, there may be a postage-processed indication 13, to 
indicate post-payment of postage, printed in advance for 
depositing the item in a post of?ce. 

[0090] Preferably, standard code information to identify 
the destination address (address of the addressee) of each 
address-indicated postal item should be indicated at a visu 
ally con?rmable location on the surface of the envelope 1 
(But it is not indispensably). In this example, a bar code 14 
indicated in advance on the enclosure and Which can be 
identi?ed from the outside of the envelope 1 through the 
transparent ?lm panel 12 for the indication of the destination 
address along With the corresponding address indication is 
used as the carrier of the standard code information indica 
tion. This bar code 14 in particular should ideally employ the 
telephone number (including both analog and ISDN lines, 
hereinafter) used in the subscriber telephone service of the 
key telephone company for example, in order to uniquely 
identify the address of the customer. 

[0091] If the constituent body of the destination address 
indicated on the envelope 1 is a single household, usually 
only a single telephone line is involved in the subscriber 
telephone service, and the telephone number of the house 
hold de?nes all the members of the family in the household 
simultaneously (one of the telephone numbers assigned to 
the household if the household has contracted for tWo or 
more service lines). In the case of a company, a represen 
tative telephone number can be used to de?ne all the sections 
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and departments in the company. In other Words, standard 
code information is required to identify only the destination 
address on the envelope 1. Even if the standard code 
information does not help identify the respective names of 
customers at a particular constituent body, the customers 
themselves experience no dif?culty in receiving the bundled 
address-indicated postal items in the present invention 
simultaneously and can get their oWn items by opening the 
Wrapping. 

[0092] The standard code information embodied in the 
form of the bar code 14 is not necessarily indicated in 
advance on the enclosure as shoWn in this example. For 
instance, a seal or stamp (not shoWn in the ?gure, both) for 
expressing the information may be impressed directly onto 
the surface of the envelope 1. In short, a necessary and 
sufficient condition of the standard code information is to 
indicate the information at a visually con?rmable area of 
each address-indicated postal item (preferably on the 
address-indicated side of each address-indicated postal 
item). It is also preferable that the siZe of the envelope 1 as 
used by a plurality of companies is uniformed through the 
respective companies in consideration of the functions real 
iZed by the mail Wrapping system unit discussed later. (A 
detailed description is presented later.) 

[0093] In addition to the envelope 1 (sealed postal item) 
mentioned above, the address-indicated postal items may be 
home-delivery items handled by private carrier services in 
the form of sealed postal packages (not shoWn in the ?gure) 
Which are prepared on the premise that they are to be 
deposited in a private carrier, in addition to postcards to be 
deposited in the post of?ces. Furthermore, an exceptional 
correspondence Which is not sealed inside any envelope 
such as bills and account statements may be accepted. 

[0094] NoW describing the exceptional correspondence 
such as bills and account statements in more detail, these 
types of the correspondence in most cases carry personal 
information (charges etc.) related to the services provided by 
the companies to each customer and ideally are handled via 
the use of sealed envelopes as a rule. Most companies today 
use tWo-piece or three-piece forms in Which address indi 
cation sections and correspondence contents sections (sec 
tions indicating respective statements) are divided by a 
perforated line for easy separation of the sections. The 
correspondence is folded along the perforated lines betWeen 
the address indication sections and correspondence contents 
sections before being dispatched from each company so that 
the correspondence contents sections are sealed to be invis 
ible from the surface of the postal items (address-indicated 
surfaces). (In some forms, the correspondence contents 
sections are folded inWards and the contents cannot be 
vieWed even from the rear side of the postal items.) It means 
such exceptional correspondences can be handled in the 
same manner as With the types of address-indicated postal 
items in the form of sealed postal items or postal items in the 
form of postcards Without any risk of leaking personal 
information to third parties provided that the respective 
companies handle them carefully and responsibly. 

[0095] Referring to FIG. 1(b), the companies may, in 
realiZing the present invention, preferably unify the respec 
tive issuing days or dispatch days of the address-indicated 
postal items including bills, account statements, and noti? 
cations to be Wrapped together into a ?xed day of any Week 
or month (Which is Friday according to the example shoWn 
in the ?gure). As a matter of course, the uni?cation should 
not be compulsory. HoWever, uni?cation of dispatch days 
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Will ease intensive processing of a huge volume of address 
indicated postal items at one time to result in the advanta 
geous reduction of the unit price required to send each 
address-indicated postal item, Which is realiZed by realiZing 
the mail Wrapping system unit discussed later. 

[0096] FIG. 2 is a conceptual draWing of the present 
invention. For the purpose of simpli?cation, the descriptions 
hereafter take postal items in the forms sealed postal letters 
and postal items in the form of postcards as an example 
mode of address-indicated postal items according to the 
present invention, Which are referred to as a “postal item” as 
a common single category. 

[0097] As shoWn in this ?gure, in realiZing the present 
invention, a groups of multiple postal items 2 having respec 
tively, the same above-mentioned standard code information 
group by group (bar code 14 indicating the telephone 
number) Which are indicated on the address indication side 
of the postal items in advance are extracted from tWo or 
more postal items 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d comprising at least the 
envelopes 1 that are addressed to the customers of various 
types of companies such as a key telephone company, 
cellular phone company, credit card company, or a banking 
organ. (In the draWing only one group of multiple postal 
items 2 is shoWn, hoWever, in an actual embodiment of the 
present invention, tWo or more groups thereof Will be 
extracted.) After the step of extraction, each group of mul 
tiple postal items 2 is Wrapped use of a Wrapping envelope 
3 as a speci?c Wrapping component made as an integrated 
envelope of any transparent ?lm material. 

[0098] The Wrapping envelope 3 in particular, is made in 
such manner that the address indication side of a ?xed postal 
item 2a placed in the topmost position of the group of 
multiple postal items 2 can be seen from the outside through 
the transparent ?lm panel 3a When the group thereof is 
Wrapped. In this example, the indication of the sender 31 
Which comprises the name of the company Which Will be in 
charge of the facility using the Wrapping method in the 
present invention in lieu of the indication of the sender (not 
shoWn in this ?gure), Which prepares the ?xed postal item 2a 
as Well as a postage-processed stamp impression 32 
impressed by the company Which Will be in charge of the 
facility using the Wrapping method in the present invention, 
in lieu of the postage-processed indication (not shoWn in this 
?gure) impressed for the ?xed postal item 2a are affixed. 

[0099] In this Wrapping envelope 3, the outer areas 3b and 
3c in Which the indication of the sender 31 and the postage 
processed stamp impression 32 are indicated are opaque in 
an actual embodiment of the present invention. The outer 
areas 3b and 3c are colored White for example to make the 
area non-transparent so that the indication of sender and the 
postage-processed indication of the ?xed postal item 2a 
cannot be visually identi?ed from the outside. It means a 
truly transparent area on the surface side of the Wrapping 
envelope 3 is limited to the area (transparent ?lm panel 3a) 
Where the indication of the addressee indicated on the ?xed 
postal item 2a can be visually con?rmed from the outside. 
On the other hand, the rear side of the Wrapping envelope 3 
can be either transparent or opaque. Where necessary, an 
envelope in Which the non-transparent areas 3b and 3c and 
the rear side are separately formed use of any opaque 
material, such as paper, can be used as an alternative to the 
Wrapping envelope 3. 

Example of System Unit 
[0100] An example of the system unit of mail Wrapping in 
the present invention is described as folloWs. FIG. 3 is a 
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functional block diagram of an embodiment example of the 
mail Wrapping system unit in the present invention. 

[0101] As shoWn in FIG. 3, the mail Wrapping system unit 
4 in the example of the present invention comprises: the 
postal item receiving trays 41 (a plurality of receiving trays) 
for receiving a plurality of postal items 1a-1f Which are 
sorted for respective delivery areas into groups having, for 
example, the same postal code at respective companies such 
as a key telephone company, cellular phone company, credit 
card company, banking organ, public corporation, govern 
ment of?ce; the postal item receiving trays 41 receiving the 
groups of the postal items 1a-1f company by company, 
postal item extraction unit (extraction means) 42 for extract 
ing groups of the multiple postal items 2 one after another 
out from the postal items 1a-1fWhich have been received in 
the respective postal item receiving trays 41 provided for the 
respective companies by, for example, optically retrieving 
the standard code information (bar code 14) indicated on 
each address indication side of the postal items 1a-1f and 
further lumping the groups of the multiple postal items 2 
having the same standard code information; and mail Wrap 
ping and Weight sorting unit (Wrapping means and Weight 
sorting means) 43 for the steps of directing the groups of the 
multiple postal items 2 extracted by the postal item extrac 
tion unit 42, Wrapping the groups of the multiple postal 
items 2 as lumped via the use of the Wrapping envelope 3 
one after another, and sorting the Wrapping envelopes 3 
Which Wrap the groups of the multiple postal items 2 in the 
form of bundled postal items (bundled address-indicated 
postal items) in accordance With the Weight divisions speci 
?ed under a delivery fee schedule adopted by the post office 
one after another. 

[0102] Though not shoWn in the ?gure, the mail Wrapping 
and Weight sorting unit 43 may be provided With an expres 
sion modifying means for modifying the postage-processed 
stamp impression (postage-processed indication) of a single 
postal item (not shoWn in the ?gure) Which is resulted When 
the postal items having the same standard code information 
out from the items 1a-1f of tWo or more companies are not 
extracted into a type of indication Which Will alloW the 
single postal item to be handled as an isolated address 
indicated postal item. 

Example Method 

[0103] An example of the method to be embodied in the 
mail Wrapping system unit 4 constructed as mentioned 
above is described as folloWs. 

[0104] When the companies of various industries respec 
tively, send the postal items 1a-1f addressed to their respec 
tive customers at a time, the standard code information (bar 
code 14) to identify the destination addresses are indicated 
in advance on the respective visually con?rmable areas on 
the address indication sides of the postal items 1a-1f and the 
postal items 1a-1f are sorted into speci?ed delivery areas. 
These postal items 1a-1f preprocessed as mentioned above 
are collected, Whether periodically or not, at a facility from 
the tWo or more companies. At this point, the postal items 
1a-1f Which have been sorted for delivery areas should 
preferably be sorted further for the delivery orders. This 
preprocessing prepares a proper sorted condition of the 
postal items, Without need for a further sorting step, in the 
?nal stage of the operation of the mail Wrapping system unit 
in Which the groups of the multiple postal items 2 are 
respectively Wrapped in the Wrapping envelope 3 group by 
group. 
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[0105] Then, the groups of the multiple postal items 2 
having the same standard code information are extracted 
group by group from the postal items 1a-1f collected from 
the companies by, for example, optically reading the stan 
dard code information indicated on each surface of those 
postal items and the groups of the multiple postal items 2 
extracted as mentioned above are sorted one group after 
another With the front surface of the ?xed postal item 2a in 
the topmost position of the group directed outWards. Then, 
the groups of multiple postal items 2 are Wrapped one group 
after another via the use of the Wrapping envelope 3. As 
mentioned above, indication of the standard code informa 
tion is not an indispensable condition in the example of the 
present invention. If the standard code information is not 
used, the destination addresses indicated on the postal items 
1a-1f may be directly read via the use of, for example, an 
OCR (optical character reader). 

[0106] Finally, the Wrapping envelopes 3 Which contain 
the group of the multiple postal items 2 are each sorted in 
accordance With the speci?ed Weight division, one envelope 
after another, and the sorted Wrapping envelopes 3 after all 
the processes mentioned above are deposited as neWly 
formed the postal items With Weight divisions, With the post 
of?ces Which cover the respective delivery areas identi?ed 
in the preprocessing. 

[0107] When the address-indicated postal items having the 
same destination address are not extracted from tWo or more 
postal items 1a-1f collected from tWo or more companies in 
the extracting step above, an isolated address-indicated 
postal item of any type can be handled singly. In this case, 
the postal-processed indication on the isolated address 
indicated postal item should be modi?ed into a type of 
indication suitable for the handling of the postal item as an 
individual postal item. OtherWise such the isolated address 
indicated postal item may be Wrapped via the use of the 
Wrapping envelope 3 in the same manner as With the 
multiple postal items 2, as a matter of course. 

[0108] The folloWing points should be noted When at least 
a postal item in the form of a postcard is Wrapped together 
With other envelopes 1. For example, When the envelope 1 
is Wrapped together With at least one postcard, positioning 
the postcard in the topmost position of the same-address 
indicated postal items and Wrapping them all together via the 
use of the Wrapping envelope 3 may, due to the difference in 
siZes betWeen the envelope 1 and the postcard, result in the 
address indication on the postcard being deviated from the 
right position Which alloWs the address indication to be 
visually con?rmable through the Wrapping envelope 3. (In 
consideration of this problem, it is recommended that the 
envelopes 1 used by different companies employ an approxi 
mately uniformed siZe and in addition, the Wrapping enve 
lopes 3 should be of a siZe suf?cient to accommodate the 
envelopes 1.) So, When at least the postcard is included 
among tWo or more postal items Wrapped by the method in 
the present invention, it is necessary that the postcard should 
be placed at any position other than the topmost position 
(second or beloW). If the siZe of the envelope 1 is uni?ed into 
that of the postcard, the position of the postcard need not be 
speci?ed, since the above-mentioned problem Will not be 
caused in this condition. 

[0109] In addition to the above, the functions of the mail 
Wrapping and Weight sorting unit 43 may be utiliZed further 
for enclosing general correspondence Which alone cannot be 
accepted as an individual postal item (not shoWn in the 
?gure) in an ordinary postal service into all of the tWo or 
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more Wrapping envelopes 3 or into particular the Wrapping 
envelopes 3 Which have an allowance against the upper limit 
value of each Weight division. In this case, the general 
correspondence must be placed at any position other than the 
topmost position of all the items Wrapped together so that the 
address indication of the same-address-indicated postal item 
2a placed topmost in the group of tWo or more multiple 
postal items 2 can be visually identi?ed from the outside 
through the transparent ?lm panel 3a. 

[0110] FolloWing the descriptions of the examples of the 
system unit and method in the present invention above, the 
economical effect available through realiZing the present 
invention is described additionally as folloWs. 

[0111] As shoWn in FIG. 4 (a ?gure shoWing the expense 
saved per company resulted from Wrapping tWo or more 
postal items), When four postal items Which are accepted as 
special local mail (special discount rates) are Wrapped into 
a single package, With the total Weight of the Wrapping 
envelope 3 being Within the Weight range of 75 g through 
100 g, the postage of the Wrapping envelope 3 Will be 95 
yen, Which results in the postage per postal item placed 
therein being approximately 24 yen. As a result, the saved 
expense per company by realiZing the present invention Will 
amount to almost 56 yen, compared With sending the same 
as a standard-siZed postal item (80 yen) under prior art. 

[0112] Further, as shoWn in FIG. 5 (Where ?gure (a) 
shoWs the estimated annual postage saving resulted from 
realiZing the present invention along With the number of 
postal items and postage, and ?gure (b) shoWs the pro?t of 
a mail Wrapping company in charge of a mail Wrapping 
facility utiliZing the present invention), the amount of saving 
in the postal charge resulted from sending a single Wrapped 
postal item prepared by Wrapping tWo postal items Which is 
still accepted as special local item (special discount rates. 75 
yen) compared With the postage in sending the tWo postal 
items separately as tWo standard-siZe items (80 yen><2 
items=160 yen) Will stand at more than 50 percent. Part of 
the estimated postage saving may be invested for founding 
a mail Wrapping company and a handling charge of 2 yen per 
item may be collected for the operating costs of the mail 
Wrapping company’s facility, so that the mail Wrapping 
company itself can expect a pro?t of approximately 10 
billion yen Which is far beyond the equipment investment of 
5 billion yen, provided that the facility processes approxi 
mately 5 billion postal items per year. 

[0113] The descriptions above take postal items in the 
form of the sealed postal letters and the postcards together 
for an example mode of address-indicated postal items. 
HoWever, as mentioned above, the present invention may be 
realiZed With home-delivery items handled by private carrier 
services in the form of the sealed postal package and the 
exceptional correspondences in the same manner as With the 
above-mentioned. In this case, When Wrapping tWo or more 
exceptional correspondences Without including any other 
postal item, the siZes of these tWo or more exceptional 
correspondences of different companies are recommended 
to be uni?ed to an approximately uniformed siZe as in the 
above-mentioned case of Wrapping the envelope 1. On the 
other hand, When mixing the exceptional correspondences 
With other address-indicated postal items, as in the above 
mentioned case of Wrapping the postal items in the form of 
postcards together With the envelope 1, a contrivance or 
other is required to place the exceptional correspondence at 
any position other than the topmost position of the grouped 
items if the exceptional correspondence is smaller than the 
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envelope 1. (When these items are all one siZe, the excep 
tional correspondence may be placed topmost.) 
[0114] As an alternative to the Wrapping envelope 3, a ?lm 
envelope (not shoWn in the ?gure) Whose front side at least 
is made entirely of transparent ?lm material to provide a 
corner-to-corner transparent ?lm panel on the front side, 
may be used depending on the circumstances in realiZing the 
present invention. In this case, the indications of the sender 
and the postage-processed stamp impression indicated on 
the ?xed postal item placed in the topmost position can be 
visually identi?ed from the outside. Such envelopes Will be 
suf?ciently practical in realiZing the present invention if the 
positions of the above-mentioned indications of the sender 
and postage-processed stamp impression are conveniently 
covered by the indication of sender 31 and the postage 
processed stamp impression 32 indicated on the Wrapping 
envelope 3. (Though depending on the circumstances, the 
indication of the sender and the postage-processed stamp 
impression on the ?xed postal item, being made purposely 
visible, may be used for mailing purposes.) Further, in this 
case, the mail Wrapping and Weight sorting unit 43 may be 
provided With a sub-expression for expressing a substitu 
tional indication so that the destination address indicated on 
the single same-address-indicated postal item (a group of 
same-address-indicated postal items) Will be indicated as an 
alternative address on the front surface of the corresponding 
?lm envelope. 

[0115] Furthermore, the speci?c Wrapping component 
may, in addition to the types mentioned above, be a net type 
container bag (not shoWn in the ?gure) Which is made 
entirely of any not formation, a transparent band Wrapper 
made entirely of any transparent ?lm material, or an opaque 
Wrapper made entirely of any opaque material such as paper 
or the like (not shoWn in the ?gure, both), or an opaque 
envelope Which is made entirely of any opaque material 
such as paper or the like (not shoWn in the ?gure), as 
required. When an opaque band Wrapper or envelope is used, 
the destination address indicated on the single same-address 
indicated postal item may be indicated as a substitutional 
expression equivalent thereto on the front surface of the 
corresponding opaque band Wrapper or envelope by use of 
the sub-expression means. (Any type of a single same 
address-indicated postal item above, such as any address 
indicated postal item inclusive of exceptional and general 
correspondences, may be accepted and as a matter of course, 
the address-indicated surface may also be directed inWards.) 

[0116] In case any other Wrapping component other than 
the above-mentioned Wrapping envelope 3 is used in real 
iZing the present invention, the example of embodiment via 
the use of the Wrapping envelope 3 should naturally be 
folloWed in connection With the method of enclosing at least 
one general correspondence, the Wrapping of a single excep 
tional correspondence Which is likely to result in an actual 
case, Wrapping types of single address-indicated postal 
items, or correcting postage. In addition, it is also possible 
to deposit bundled address-indicated postal items With a 
private carrier instead of the post of?ce. 

[0117] While a preferred embodiment of the invention has 
been described above, it is to be understood that the inven 
tion is not limited in its application to the descriptions and 
?gures presented herein and modi?cations may be made 
Without departing from the spirit and scope of the present 
invention Which alloWs the advantageous effects of the 
invention mentioned beloW. 

[0118] As has been described above, the present invention 
Will not only greatly reduce the expenses related to each 
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company’s sending address-indicated postal items such as 
that mail addressed to each customer of the company, but 
Will also alleviate the inconvenience of receiving postal 
items on the part of the recipients of address-indicated postal 
items. In addition to the above, it Will enable the substantial 
reduction of the volume of address-indicated postal items, 
the number of deliveries, and indoor handling Work at a post 
of?ce or private carrier. Furthermore, With the reduced costs 
for sending items in general, utiliZation of postal services 
including the delivery of direct mail Will presumably be 
most increased. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of mail Wrapping, applied prior to any one 

company’s mailing a multiplicity of address-indicated postal 
items of any type to each of destination addresses expressed 
thereon, comprising steps of: 

collecting said address-indicated postal items issued from 
a plurality of companies of various industries; 

grouping said address-indicated postal items as collected 
into a multiplicity of bundled address-indicated postal 
items Wrapped singly in accordance With a coincidence 
of said destination addresses expressed on said address 
indicated postal items; and 

depositing said bundled address-indicated postal items in 
a speci?ed delivery agency, so as to previously simplify 
respective steps of accepting, sorting and delivering of 
said address-indicated postal items in said speci?ed 
delivery agency. 

2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein said step of 
grouping said address-indicated postal items as collected 
comprises steps of: 

extracting a multiplicity of groups of same-address-indi 
cated postal items respectively expressing said desti 
nation addresses Which coincide each other from said 
address-indicated postal items as collected; 

lumping each of said groups of said same-address-indi 
cated postal items; and 

Wrapping each of said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items as lumped by means of a speci 
?ed Wrapping component of suf?cient siZe to contain 
each of said groups thereof, so as to obtain said bundled 
address-indicated postal items. 

3. A method according to claim 2, further comprising a 
step of sorting each of said bundled address-indicated postal 
items in accordance With respective Weight divisions under 
a delivery fee schedule adopted by said speci?ed delivery 
agency. 

4. A method according to claim 2 or 3, Wherein said step 
of extracting said groups of said same-address-indicated 
postal items is executed by directly retrieving each of said 
destination addresses expressed on said address-indicated 
postal items. 

5. A method according to claim 2 or 3, Wherein said step 
of extracting said groups of said same-address-indicated 
postal items is executed by retrieving standard code infor 
mation indicated previously in a visually con?rmable area 
on each of said address-indicated postal items, said standard 
code information identifying each of said destination 
addresses corresponding thereto. 

6. A method according to claim 5, Wherein said standard 
code information is indicated With a code of a telephone 
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number for a subscriber telephone service by a key tele 
phone company, said telephone number representing a con 
stituent body at a location of each of said destination 
addresses. 

7. A method according to claim 2 or 3, Wherein said step 
of lumping each of said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items is executed by outWardly direct an 
indication side of a destination address expressed on a ?xed 
postal item placed at a topmost position of each of said 
groups thereof, and said step of Wrapping each of said 
groups thereof is executed by applying an envelope With a 
transparent ?lm panel Which positioned in a required area 
thereof as said speci?ed Wrapping component, said trans 
parent ?lm panel made of any transparent ?lm material, so 
that an indication of said destination address on said ?xed 
postal item of each of said groups thereof is visible from 
outside through said transparent ?lm panel. 

8. A method according to claim 7, Wherein said envelope 
With said transparent ?lm panel is made entirely of said 
transparent ?lm material, and an outer area of said required 
area in Which said transparent ?lm panel is positioned is 
made opaque. 

9. Amethod according to claim 7, Wherein said outer area 
of said required area in Which said transparent ?lm is 
positioned is made of any opaque material. 

10. A method according to claim 7, Wherein a ?lm 
envelope of Which at least a front surface thereof is made 
entirely of said transparent ?lm material is applied to serve 
as said speci?ed Wrapping component instead of said enve 
lope With said transparent ?lm panel, so that at least said 
indication of said destination address on said ?xed postal 
item of each of said groups of said same-address-indicated 
postal items is visible from outside through said front 
surface of said ?lm envelope. 

11. A method according to claim 10, Wherein a substitu 
tional indication equivalent to said indication of said desti 
nation address expressed on each of said groups of said 
same-address-indicated postal items is expressed on said 
front surface of said ?lm envelope corresponding thereto, 
instead of making said indication of said destination address 
on said ?xed postal item of each of said groups thereof 
visible from outside through said front surface of said ?lm 
envelope. 

12. A method according to claim 7, Wherein a net type 
container bag made entirely of any net formation is applied 
to serve as said speci?ed Wrapping component instead of 
said envelope With said transparent ?lm panel, so that at 
least said indication of said destination address on said ?xed 
postal item of each of said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items is directly visible from outside of said 
net type container bag through gaps thereof. 

13. A method according to claim 7, Wherein a transparent 
band Wrapper made entirely of any transparent ?lm material 
is applied to serve as said speci?ed Wrapping component 
instead of said envelope With said transparent ?lm panel, so 
that at least said indication of said destination address on 
said ?xed postal item of each of said groups of said 
same-address-indicated postal items is visible from outside 
through a front surface of said transparent band Wrapper. 

14. Amethod according to claim 7, Wherein said address 
indicated postal items respectively assume a form of sealed 
postal items. 
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15. A method according to claim 14, wherein each of said 
sealed postal items issued respectively from said companies 
of said various industries has an approximately uniformed 
siZe. 

16. Amethod according to claim 14, Wherein a component 
of said sealed postal items assumes a form of Which has a 
transparent ?lm panel so that an indication of a destination 
address previously expressed on an enclosure therein is 
visible through said transparent ?lm panel. 

17. Amethod according to claim 14, Wherein a component 
of said sealed postal items assumes a form of a sealed postal 
letter on Which a postage-processed indication has been 
expressed, assuming that said sealed postal letter is to be 
deposited in a post of?ce as said speci?ed delivery agency. 

18. Amethod according to claim 14, Wherein a component 
of said sealed postal items assumes a form of a sealed postal 
package on Which no postage-processed indication has been 
expressed, assuming that said sealed postal package is to be 
deposited in a private carrier as said speci?ed delivery 
agency. 

19. A method according to claim 7, Wherein a component 
of said address-indicated postal items assumes a form of a 
postcard on Which a postage-processed indication has been 
expressed, assuming that said postcard is to be deposited in 
a post of?ce as said speci?ed delivery agency, and said step 
of lumping each of said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items is executed by placing said postcard 
at any position other than said topmost position of each of 
said groups thereof. 

20. A method according to claim 7, Wherein a component 
of said address-indicated postal items assumes a form of an 
exceptional correspondence With an indication of a destina 
tion address but impracticable for mailing in itself, and said 
step of lumping each of said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items is executed by placing said excep 
tional correspondence at any position other than said top 
most position of each of said groups thereof. 

21. A method according to claim 20, Wherein said excep 
tional correspondence is alloWed to be placed at said top 
most position of each of said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items, only in case that said envelope With 
said transparent ?lm panel is applied to serve as said 
speci?ed Wrapping component. 

22. A method according to claim 7, Wherein a general 
correspondence Without an indication of a destination 
address is further enclosed in all of said bundled address 
indicated postal items, in Which said general correspondence 
is placed at any position other than said topmost position of 
each of said groups of said same-address-indicated postal 
items. 

23. A method according to claim 7, Wherein a general 
correspondence Without an indication of a destination 
address is further enclosed only in each of said bundled 
address-indicated postal items that having a room in Weight 
classi?ed in accordance With said respective Weight divi 
sions under said delivery fee schedule adopted by said 
speci?ed delivery agency, in Which said general correspon 
dence is placed at any position other than said topmost 
position of each of said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items. 

24. Amethod according to claim 2 or 3, Wherein said step 
of lumping each of said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items is executed by alloWing to inWardly 
direct an indication side of a destination address expressed 
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on a ?xed postal item placed at a topmost position of each 
of said groups thereof, in Which any type of said ?xed postal 
item is to be placed at said topmost position, and said step 
of Wrapping each of said groups thereof is executed by 
applying an opaque envelope made entirely of any opaque 
material as said speci?ed Wrapping component, in Which a 
substitutional indication equivalent to said indication of said 
destination address expressed on each of said groups thereof 
is expressed on a front surface of said opaque envelope. 

25. A method according to claim 24, Wherein an opaque 
band Wrapper made entirely of any opaque material is 
applied to serve as said speci?ed Wrapping component 
instead of said opaque envelope, in Which a substitutional 
indication equivalent to said indication of said destination 
address expressed on each of said groups thereof is 
expressed on a front surface of said opaque band Wrapper. 

26. A method according to claim 24, Wherein said 
address-indicated postal items mainly assume a form of 
sealed postal items of any type, in Which at least tWo 
components of said sealed postal items respectively assume 
a form of a sealed postal letter on Which a postage-processed 
indication has been expressed and of a sealed postal package 
on Which no postage-processed indication has been 
expressed, assuming that said sealed postal letter and said 
sealed postal package are respectively to be deposited in a 
post of?ce and in a private carrier as said speci?ed delivery 
agency, and in addition to said sealed postal items, at least 
tWo components of said address-indicated postal items 
respectively assume a form of a postcard on Which a 
postage-processed indication has been expressed, assuming 
that said postcard is to be deposited in a post office as said 
speci?c delivery agency, and of an exceptional correspon 
dence With an indication of a destination address but imprac 
ticable for mailing in itself. 

27. A method according to claim 24, Wherein a general 
correspondence Without an indication of a destination 
address is further enclosed in all of said bundled address 
indicated postal items. 

28. A method according to claim 24, Wherein a general 
correspondence Without an indication of a destination 
address is further enclosed only in each of said bundled 
address-indicated postal items that having a room in Weight 
classi?ed in accordance With said respective Weight divi 
sions under said delivery fee schedule adopted by said 
speci?c delivery agency. 

29. A method according to claim 20, Wherein an isolated 
exceptional correspondence is Wrapped singly, said isolated 
exceptional correspondence to be appeared in case that said 
address-indicated postal items respectively expressing said 
destination addresses Which coincide each other are not 
extracted in said step of extracting said groups of said 
same-address-indicated postal items. 

30. A method according to claim 14, Wherein an isolated 
address-indicated postal item of any kind is Wrapped singly, 
said isolated address-indicated postal item to be appeared in 
case that said address-indicated postal items respectively 
expressing said destination addresses Which coincide each 
other are not extracted in said step of extracting said groups 
of said same-address-indicated postal items. 

31. A method according to claim 14, Wherein an isolated 
address-indicated postal item of any kind is not Wrapped 
singly, said isolated address-indicated postal item to be 
appeared in case that said address-indicated postal items 
respectively expressing said destination addresses Which 
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coincide each other are not extracted in said step of extract 
ing said groups of said same-address-indicated postal items, 
in Which a postage-processed indication expressed on said 
isolated address-indication postal item is modi?ed, in case 
of need, into an appropriate indication alloWing said isolated 
address-indicated postal item to be handled singly. 

32. A system unit of mail Wrapping, applied prior to any 
company’s mailing a multiplicity of address-indicated postal 
items of any type to each of destination addresses expressed 
thereon, for grouping said address-indicated postal items as 
issued and collected from a plurality of companies of 
various industries into a multiplicity of bundled address 
indicated postal items Wrapped singly at a facility in accor 
dance With a coincidence of said destination addresses 
expressed on said address-indicated postal items, so as to 
previously simplify respective steps of accepting, sorting 
and delivering of said address-indicated postal items in a 
speci?ed delivery agency, comprising: 

a plurality of receiving trays for respectively receiving 
said address-indicated postal items issued and collected 
form each of said companies of said various industries, 
said address-indicated postal items from each of said 
companies previously sorted into respective divisions 
of speci?ed delivery areas covered by said speci?ed 
delivery agency; 

an extraction means for extracting a multiplicity of groups 
of same-address-indicated postal items respectively 
expressing said destination addresses Which coincide 
each other from said address-indicated postal items as 
received in said receiving trays; and 

a Wrapping means for lumping each of said groups of said 
same-address-indicated postal items as extracted by 
said extraction means and successively Wrapping each 
of said groups thereof as lumped by means of a speci?c 
Wrapping component of suf?cient siZe to contain each 
of said groups thereof. 

33. A system unit according to claim 32, further compris 
ing a Weight sorting means for sorting each of said bundled 
address-indicated postal items as Wrapped from each of said 
groups of said same-address-indicated postal items by said 
Wrapping means in accordance With respective Weight divi 
sions under a delivery fee schedule adopted by said speci?c 
delivery agency. 

34. A system unit according to claim 32 or 33, Wherein 
said extraction means directly retrieves each of said desti 
nation addresses expressed on said address-indication postal 
items for extracting said groups of said same-address 
indicated postal items. 

35. A system unit according to claim 32 or 33, Wherein 
each of said address-indicated postal items has standard 
code information indicated previously in a visually con?rm 
able area on each thereof, said standard code information 
identifying each of said destination addresses corresponding 
thereto, and said extraction means retrieves said standard 
code information indicated on each of said address-indica 
tion postal items for extracting said groups of said same 
address-indicated postal items. 

36. A system unit according to claim 35, Wherein said 
standard code information is indicated With a code of a 
telephone number for a subscriber telephone service by a 
key telephone company, said telephone number representing 
a constituent body at a location of each of said destination 
addresses. 
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37. A system unit according to claim 32 or 33, Wherein 
said Wrapping means outWardly direct an indication side of 
a destination address expressed on a ?xed postal item placed 
at a topmost position of each of said groups of said same 
address-indicated postal items in lumping each of said 
groups thereof, in case that a front surface of said speci?ed 
Wrapping component as applied alloWs a visual con?rmation 
of an indication of said destination address on said ?xed 
postal item from outside thereof. 

38. A system unit according to claim 37, Wherein said 
speci?ed Wrapping component is an envelope With a trans 
parent ?lm panel Which positioned in a required area thereof, 
said transparent ?lm panel made of any transparent ?lm 
material. 

39. A system unit according to claim 38, Wherein said 
envelope With said transparent ?lm panel is made entirely of 
said transparent ?lm material, and an outer area of said 
required area in Which said transparent ?lm panel is placed 
is made opaque. 

40. A system unit according to claim 38, Wherein said 
outer area of said required area in Which said transparent 
?lm is placed is made of any opaque material. 

41. A system unit according to claim 37, Wherein said 
speci?ed Wrapping component is a ?lm envelope of Which 
at least a front surface thereof is made entirely of any 
transparent ?lm material. 

42. A system unit according to claim 41, Wherein said 
Wrapping means further comprises a sub-expression means 
for expressing a substitutional indication equivalent to said 
indication of said destination address expressed on each of 
said groups of said same-address-indicated postal items on 
said front surface of said ?lm envelope corresponding 
thereto. 

43. A system unit according to claim 37, Wherein said 
speci?ed Wrapping component is a net type container bag 
made entirely of any net formation. 

44. A system unit according to claim 37, Wherein said 
speci?ed Wrapping component is a transparent band Wrapper 
made entirely of any transparent ?lm material. 

45. A system unit according to claim 37, Wherein said 
address-indicated postal items respectively assume a form of 
sealed postal items. 

46. A system unit according to claim 45, Wherein each of 
said sealed postal items issued respectively from said com 
panies of said various industries has an approximately 
uniformed siZe. 

47. A system unit according to claim 45, Wherein a 
component of said sealed postal items assumes a form of 
Which has a transparent ?lm panel so that an indication of a 
destination address previously expressed on an enclosure 
therein is visible through said transparent ?lm panel. 

48. A system unit according to claim 45, Wherein a 
component of said sealed postal items assumes a form of a 
sealed postal letter on Which a postage-processed indication 
has been expressed, assuming that said sealed postal letter is 
to be deposited in a post of?ce as said speci?ed delivery 
agency. 

49. A system unit according to claim 45, Wherein a 
component of said sealed postal items assumes a form of a 
sealed postal package on Which no postage-processed indi 
cation has been expressed, assuming that said sealed postal 
package is to be deposited in a private carrier as said 
speci?ed delivery agency. 




